STANDARD WHEEL PRINTING
Template for standard wheel pad printing.

All wheel sizes in this template already account for the 0.5mm buffer, so no template resizing is needed. If you are building your graphic for multiple sizes, please build your graphic on the 50mm template.

DIFFERENT WHEEL SIZE TEMPLATES ARE LOCATED IN THE LAYERS.

PANTONE SOLID COATED
Please load and use the Pantone solid coated color book that ships with Illustrator.

FONTS
Outline all fonts used in your graphics. This way your text is transformed into shapes and sending the font file is not required.

DO NOT FLATTEN TEMPLATE
Keep the template layer locked and untouched. You will have to re-send your graphics if they are merged with any part of the template.

MORE INFORMATION
If you have more questions about our templates, shoot us an e-mail or call one of our sales reps: sales@pointdistribution.com or 702.222.1204